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Grade 10 Social Science 
Term 1 
Week: 8 Lesson Number: 27 
Date: __/___/2021 
Unit: Environmental change, Pollution and Solution 
Topic: Conservation and Preservation of the Environment 
Subtopic: PNG Conservation and preservation – Case Study Logging 
Learning outcome;  

1. Identify and explain the conservation strategies for logging. 

2. Discuss environmental impacts of logging. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Introduction 

 This lesson has summary notes for logging. This lesson also has 1 Resource titled “Case Study 

2”. 

Instructions 

1. In your Exercise Book, copy the Header. Make sure that your Handwriting is neat and legible. 

(I will be checking your Exercise Book when you return to School). 

Resource 

Logging 

Summary notes: 

1. Logging is the harvesting of trees or logs for timbers and woods.  

2. Logging is the cause of deforestation. 

3. Logging is seen as a source of wealth to many countries. 

4. The scope of environmental damage depends on the methods used for log harvesting. 

5. Methods of harvesting logs; 

a) Clear-feeling – all trees are cut down. 

b) Selective logging – the practice of harvesting only selected logs. 
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Resource A: Case Study 2 

When logging company bosses tracked down an elderly chief in Solomon Islands recently, 
seeking approval to log his clan’s forests, he responded he didn’t have the authority. The 
company men retorted that they’d been told he had the final say. He replied that it needed 
approval from his descendants, some of whom were yet unborn, to decide the fate of their 
resources.  

In most developed countries, whilst business transactions are handled quickly through 
efficient market and administrative systems, approvals for major resource extraction or new 
infrastructure takes years of public consultation if there’s a major potential social or 
environmental impact.  

Is the Pomio agro-forestry project recently launched a valid scheme with credible 
investors, or similar to other so-called “agro-forestry” projects initiated in the 1990s, which were 
merely disguised logging projects seeking to sidestep legal requirements? Again greater 
transparency is required for a project entailing tens of thousands of hectares and impacting the 
lives of thousands of people.  

The Forest Minister would have us believe there is no illegal logging in PNG. Others, by 
contrast, declare all logging illegal. Clearly, legal breaches could be found in all logging projects, 
but it would be unreasonable to declare consequently all projects illegal. On the other hand the 
argument from parts of industry that simply holding a permit indicates legality is also mistaken. 
Likewise suggesting that independent log export monitoring confirms legality also manipulates 
the truth. SGS’s valuable log export monitoring merely verifies whether certain aspects of an 
operation are compliant, i.e. whether logs for export are recorded properly (quantity and species 
etc). False recording was a major problem exposed by the Forest Inquiry, which the SGS 
monitoring has greatly reduced, though not eliminated. Whether the prices recorded are 
genuine are not verified, nor whether the permit was obtained properly or operations conducted 
in legal compliance.  

The large variation in prices between exporters (and against overseas market prices) 
suggests that particularly some operators/exporters are either incompetent (unlikely) or that 
transfer pricing remains prevalent.        
 
http:resourcemanagementinPNG.google  
 

Practice Exercise 1 

Read Resource A – “Case Study 2”. Copy the Questions first then answer the Question in 

complete sentences. 

1. Which of the methods mentioned in the summary notes would be more sustainable practice 

for logging? Discuss in a paragraph and make reference to the case study. 

Begin your answer like these; There are two methods to logging trees… In think, the method 

that is sustainable for logging is …………….because, …………………………… 

2. Draw a chart to show how, the ecosystem in a rainforest is destroyed when either of the 

methods of logging are used. 

3. Research and explain one traditional method of conserving and preserving the forest 

environments. 

This is the end of Lesson 27! 


